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PEGI ratings and guidance applicable within PEGI markets only.

What is the PEGI System?
The PEGI age-rating system protects minors from games unsuitable for their particular 
age group. PLEASE NOTE it is not a guide to gaming difficulty. Comprising two parts, 
PEGI allows parents and those purchasing games for children to make an informed 
choice appropriate to the age of the intended player. The first part is an age rating:

The second is icons indicating the type of content in the game. Depending on the 
game, there may be a number of such icons. The age-rating of the game reflects the 
intensity of this content. The icons are:

For further information visit http://www.pegi.info and pegionline.eu

 Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games
Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain 
visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video games. 
Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed 
condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video 
games. 
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered 
vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, 
confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of 
consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking 
nearby objects. 
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these 
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above symptoms—
children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these seizures. The 
risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the following 
precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen; play in a well-lit room; 
and do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor 
before playing.
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Family Settings
Windows Parental Controls (Vista and Windows 7) enable parents 
and guardians to restrict access to mature-rated games and set 
time limits on how long they can play. For more information, go to 
www.gamesforwindows.com/isyourfamilyset.
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Tropico 3 - Absolute Power

Advanced tutorial
The Advanced Tutorial explains advanced mechanics, as well as the new 
features and mechanics of Tropico 3: Absolute Power. It can be accessed from 
the Main Menu by clicking on “New game” and then selecting “Advanced 
tutorial”.

Absolute Power campaign
Tropico 3: Absolute power features a new campaign consisting of 10 new 
missions. The new campaign can be accessed from the main menu by clicking 
on “New Game” and then selecting “Absolute Power”. The campaign from the 
original Tropico 3 is now under the name “Classic Campaign”.

New buildings

Garbage dump

Effect:
The garbage dump limits the pollution in a large radius. 
A fully staffed and upgraded garbage dump with expert 
workers will limit the pollution to zero. The garbage 
dump itself pollutes in a small area.

In-game description:
Where are the good old days when we used to dump all 
the garbage in the sea or right on the streets? Now the 
Environmentalists force everyone in the neighborhood 
to dump his trash at a large... dump. Such garbage!

Statistics:
Price: 5000
Upkeep: 50
Building points: 500
Workers: 2 Garbage Men

Work modes: 
Local garbage - standard work mode.
Import garbage - the player receives money from the 
garbage dump, but the environmentalists are unhappy. 
Recycling - the upkeep of the garbage dump is doubled, 
but the environmentalists are happier. 

Upgrades: 
High-temperature burner ($2000) - Less pollution is 
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generated from the garbage dump itself
Garbage Compactor ($3000; 5 MW) - the effect of the 
garbage dump is increased.

Marina

Effect:
The Marina is a new tourist attraction preferred by 
wealthier tourists. The Marina has several yachts as 
visualization. 

In-game description:
When you get rich, famous, obnoxious, and your behind 
grows in size, you usually buy a yacht. Then you have the 
perfect opportunity to meet other fat, vulgar parvenus 
and while you won’t find any love there, at least you can 
hope for some acceptance.

Statistics:
Price: 6000
Upkeep: 20
Building points: 400
Workers: 2 Attendants 
Tourist attraction: Sports
Tourists serviced: 10
Base service quality: 50

Work modes:
Boat tour - Normal service quality and maintenance
Charter fishing - Generates 50% more proceeds, but 
lowers fishing quality as the normal fisherman.
VIP club - Only wealthy tourists are allowed to use the 
marina, but the service quality is increased significantly. 

Grade school

Effect:
All illiterate children try to go the grade school. Children 
who have graduated from a grade school (they graduate 
in the same manner as students in high school/college) 
are considered literate. Literate people have their 
intelligence increased. The Literacy program edict also 
affects grade school.

In-game description:
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Deez iz da plais wheir yung childrens becum leeterate. 
While most of the population of Tropico has the IQ of 
an underdeveloped inchworm, you can improve the 
intelligence of Tropico’s future with the Grade School. 
Here you can choose to pave the way for the bright 
minds of tomorrow or nurture incompetent and obedient 
little zombies. Who said education isn’t fun?

Statistics:
Price: 4000
Upkeep: 16
Building points: 300
Workers: 2 teachers
Children serviced: 12

Work modes:
Field trips - Children gain 30% initial skill in a random 
profession when they graduate.
Youth organization - 20% chance for the children to 
become loyalists when they graduate.
Spelling bee contests - 40% chance for additional increase 
to the intelligence of the children on graduation. 
Obedience training - 40% chance to reduce the courage 
of the children on graduation.

Ferris wheel

Effect:
Entertainment building for tropicans and for tourists.
 
In-game description:
Who can resist the joys of admiring Tropico from above?  
Just get a ticket, jump into a gondola and get ready 
to inhale some fresh power plant filtered air, marvel 
at the grayness of Third World architecture, or simply 
awe the majestic sight of the presidential potbelly. 
Complimentary vomiting bags included.

Statistics:
Price: 9000
Upkeep: 30
Building points: 800
Power: 20 MW
Workers: 3 attendants
Tourist attraction: Relaxing
People serviced: 12
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Base service quality: 60

Work modes:
Normal speed - standard work mode
High speed - the wheel rotates faster. The service quality 
is increased but tropicans with below average courage 
and lower, as well as slob tourists dare not get on the 
Ferris wheel.

Balloon ride

Effect:
Tourist attraction with low building cost but high 
upkeep. Only one can be built.

In-game description:
I heard people on the streets use to call you “full of hot 
air”, Presidente and they certainly don’t refer to the 
extra pounds you gained. The only way to shut up these 
crybabies is by presenting them with something brighter 
and more bloated than you - a balloon ride. Just open up 
some umbrellas on your palace balcony to ward off any 
rotten veggies falling from above.

Statistics:
Price: 5000
Upkeep: 50
Building points: 200
Workers: 2 attendants
Tourist attraction: Sightseeing
Tourists serviced: 4 

Upgrades: 
Tourist balloon ($1000) - the maximum number of 
tourists serviced is increased by 4
Hola-Cola  balloon ($2500) - Hola Cola pays the upkeep 
for the attraction.
Propaganda balloon ($5000) - Small chance to convert 
citizens in the area to loyalists.

Weapons factory

Effect:
The Weapons factory produces weapons from iron. You 
can decide to which trade partners to sell the weapons.
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In-game description:
Some misinformed media people tried to accuse El 
Presidente that he’s stacking up weapons and getting 
ready for war. Nothing can be more far from the truth. 
This is our pipe factory - our pipes are so good that if you 
are to put a cylindrical object in them and use gunpowder 
to cause an explosion, the object will accelerate to great 
speed.

Statistics:
Price: 17000
Upkeep: 42
Building points: 500
Workers: 7 Factory workers

Work modes:
Sell to everyone - Relations with both super powers 
decline by 5
Sell to the US - US relations improved by 5; USSR 
relations decline by 10. Such effects are cumulative if 
the player has several factories.
Sell to the USSR supported countries  - USSR relations 
improved by 5; US relations decline by 10

Upgrades:
Pressurized storage ($5000) - Improves job quality, 
raises upkeep.
Restricted access ($7000) - the impact on foreign 
relations (both positive and negative) is halved.
Heavy Machinery ($10000; 10 MW) - +20% production.

Wind turbine

Effect:
A big wind turbine that produces electricity. Turbines 
do not generate pollution. They also supply electricity 
within a certain radius.

In-game description:
The people will no longer complain that they cannot 
follow the 50 hour speech marathons of El Prez on 
TV due to blackouts. Behold our mighty Wind Turbine 
- it may have high upkeep, but the air that powers it 
is imported from the United States and has 30% more 
freedom in it!
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Statistics:
Price: 6000
Upkeep: 150
Building points: 250
Workers: 0
Power generated: 20 - 40 MW (depending on the altitude 
of the construction)
Workers: none

Nuclear program

Effect:
Relations with both superpowers are decreased with 
50 during the construction of the nuclear program are 
returned to normal when construction is completed. 
Once the nuclear program is operational, no foreign 
invasion can occur while the money balance is positive. 

In-game description:
Gringos and Ruskies fear Tropico and envy its progress. 
The only way to feel secure is to develop our own 
“nucular” program. It sounds illogical at first, but we’ll 
sleep much better if we know that our enemies are not 
the only ones that can drop 15 kilotons on our heads. 
We will be protected from foreign invasion as long as we 
have the money to keep the program active.

Statistics:
Price: 60000
Upkeep:  100
Building points: 3500
Workers: 2 professors

Golden statue

Effect:
A huge golden statue that increases the tourism rating. 
On completion some citizens are converted to Loyalists. 
Only one can be built.

In-game description:
Presidente, you are just like King Midas, everything 
you touch becomes pure solid gold. Now, with this 
magnificent monument, everyone can admire your 
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24 carat-ness.  Even the pigeons pay their respects to 
your illustrious image and defecate on it with utmost 
reverence.

Statistics:
Price: 60000
Upkeep: 60
Building points: 500
Workers: none

Work modes: 
Stand still - standard work mode
Rotate gracefully - the beauty provided by the statue is 
increased but the upkeep is doubled. The statue rotates 
slowly

Christ the Savior 

Effect:
A huge Jesus statue that converts some people to the 
Religious faction on completion. It will also attract 
pilgrims giving a bonus of 10 to the maximum tourism 
rating. Only one can be built. 

In-game description:
Some malevolent mudslingers claim that Tropico’s great 
Cristo Jesus monument curiously resembles a popular 
landmark in Brazil. El Presidente reassured us that 
our statue was the true original and everything else is 
just a poor copycat attempt, undeserving of attention, 
admiration, and public displays of religious ecstasy.

Statistics:
Price: 45000
Upkeep: 15
Building points: 600
Workers: none

Eternal Flame

Effect:
Entertainment building for tropicans with no service 
fee. The respect of all visiting tropicans is increased 
10 and they have a chance to become converted to the 
faction to which the monument is dedicated on a visit. 
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Only one can be built.

In-game description:
The origins of the Eternal Flame may date back to earliest 
civilizations, but the real meaning of this monument as 
well as to whom exactly is it currently dedicated is a 
source of endless speculation, jokes and ridicule. Let’s 
hope that your Eternal Fire will not be extinguished just 
as the respect of all Tropicans for your glorious persona.

Statistics:
Price: 20000
Upkeep: 40
Building points: 400
Workers: 0
Tropicans serviced: 8
Fee: Patriotism is always free in Tropico
Base service quality: 70

Work modes:
‘El Compatriota’ - 10% chance that the visiting citizens 
become nationalists. Nationalist respect increased by 
10.
‘Guerra Eterna’ - 10% chance that the visiting citizens 
become militarists. Militarist respect increased by 10.
‘El Cigarro’ - 10% chance that the visiting citizens 
become loyalists. Loyalist respect increased by 10.
‘Mundo Unido’ - Foreign aid increased by 1000 per 
superpower if the building was on this work mode for 
at least a year

Radar dish 

Effect:
Big radar dish that can be used to search for aliens, 
block rebel transmissions, or spy on the super powers. 
Up to 5 can be built.

In-game description:
After some Martians tried to abduct our great leader 
and perform some ungodly experiments on him, El 
Presidente started the Search for IntraTerrestrial 
Intelligence Program. We didn’t get smarter, but  
listening to American radio waves finally revealed to us 
that Peter cheated on Norma in that endless gringo soap 
opera.
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Statistics:
Price: 5000
Upkeep: 30
Building points: 300
Workers: 1 professor

Work modes: 
Clear the airwaves - block the rebel and foreign radio 
stations; subversive activities occur more rarely. 
Search for aliens - Intellectuals have their respect 
increased by 5 for each dish on the island.
Sell spy information - generates random profit once per 
year. A radar dish must work a whole year on this work 
mode to contribute to the profit.

New edicts

Free houses
Cost: $500
Prerequisites: None
Description: People do not pay for their housing. Raises 
the respect of the communists, but lowers the respect of 
the capitalists

Ideology Book
Cost: $4 000
Prerequisites: None
Description: All stupid people will respect you more for 
the next 3 years. Up to 10 of them will become Loyalists. 
The Intellectuals respect will drop slightly for the next 
3 years

Outlaw a faction
Cost: $15 000
Prerequisites: None
Description: All of the faction supporters will leave the 
faction and up to half of them may become rebels. Can 
be issued only once

National day
Cost: $1 000; Yearly $1 000
Prerequisites: None
Description: Nationalists respect is slightly raised. Some 
people will become Loyalists or Nationalists every year 
while the edict is active
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Lure the rebels
Cost: $3 000
Prerequisites: At least one general and one rebel
Description: Provokes the Rebels to make an attack now 
rather than later

Print Money 
Cost: None
Prerequisites: None
Description: You will gain $20 000 but all prices of 
buildings, special actions, and edicts will be raised by 
30% permanently due to inflation. Capitalists will drop 
for the next 5 years. Can be issued up to 5 times

Polit education
Cost: $2 000
Prerequisites: Requires College
Description: The overall productivity is lowered by 
10%. If the edict has been active for at least 3 years, all 
Loyalists are guaranteed to vote for you during elections

Shoot Juanito
Cost: $2 000
Prerequisites: Militarists respect above 60
Description: Permanently shuts up the radio DJ. 
Guarantees no Rebels or Rebel attacks for the next 3 
years, but will reduce the Intellectuals respect for this 
period

Privatization
Cost: None
Prerequisites: At least one building that can be privatized 
(farm, mine, logging camp, oil well, or any factory) 
Description: Privatize all factories, mines, and logging 
camps. 10% of the proceeds will go to your Swiss Bank 
account and the private buildings will pay you annual 
rent

Hola Presidente
Cost: $1 000; Yearly $1 000
Prerequisites: Requires TV Station
Description: Start your own daily prime time TV show. 
Generates 100 bonus Megalomania score per year, but, 
since you will invariably offend someone, will greatly 
decrease the respect of a random faction each year while 
the edict is active
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Interface

Building context hints

Some buildings have context hints available that summarize the most 
important information about the building. The context hints are located in the 
upper right corner of the screen and are automatically presented when the 
building is selected.

Building markers

Occasionally marker objects will appear above your buildings in the game. 
These markers indicate problems in the building, or that it is visited by the 
avatar.

Sun - The building has been visited by the avatar. This means that the 
building has become more effective - for instance farms will give better yields, 
constructions will be completed faster, or the service quality of restaurants 
will be improved. 

Crossed people - The building has no workers.

Crossed bag - The building has not produced anything in the last year. Note: 
Farms set on certain crops will give their first yields after more than one year 
and the building marker will appear.

Crossed handcart - The building has output storage of over 1000. If you see 
this sign over a building, you should improve your transportation system so 
it can carry goods more efficiently. Note: For the Oil refinery, this icon will 
appear if the output storage is at the maximum capacity of the refinery.
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Unit markers

Citizens can have marker objects placed over their heads for a variety of 
reasons:

Personal actions - if a personal action will be performed on the unit (e.g. it will 
be arrested, bribed, etc.) it will have a marker over its head.

Mission/challenge specific markers - in certain missions and challenges, units 
will be marked. These markers are specific to the mission or challenge.

Low health care - If the citizen has low health care satisfaction, it will have 
a red cross in a white circle over its head. If you see many citizens with this 
marker above their heads you should construct a clinic or a hospital.

Low food quality - If the citizen has low food quality satisfaction it has a red 
spoon and fork marker above its head. If you see many citizens with this 
marker above their heads you should produce more food.

Other Features

New faction - Loyalists 

The loyalist faction is composed of El Presidente’s most fierce supporters. This 
faction slowly gains power and membership during the player’s reign. 

The Loyalists faction is small initially, but certain actions and buildings may 
convert people to Loyalists.

Even the Loyalists may vote against El Presidente as the other citizens do if 
they are disappointed by him.
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The player receives score for every Loyalist on the island, so he may try to 
maximize the number of Loyalists to gain additional points (see “Megalomania 
Score”, below).

Megalomania Score

The megalomania score is a new component added to the total score that is 
calculated from the number of loyalists on the island, the existence of some 
buildings in the “Landmarks and Beauty” category, and as a bonus from 
certain edicts.

The Megalomania score is added to the endgame score just as the Swiss bank 
account. It is represented in the Score section of the Almanac, the victory 
screen (as one line with total score below Swiss bank account), and the Avatar 
Info-panel.

Prominent faction

If there is a prominent faction on the island it will start with more supporters. 
The prominent faction is not necessarily the largest faction on the island. You 
can choose a faction to be prominent in Sandbox games (a random option is 
also available). 

New roads
Gravel roads have been added to the game.

New character traits
Born in the purple (Background)
+25 Loyalist faction respect
The palace is fully upgraded at game start

Shy (Flaw)
- 20 Loyalist faction respect
Foreign Aid decreased by 15%

Faction disasters

Having very bad relations with one of the factions will lead to a faction-specific 
disaster. For example, poor relations with the intellectuals will lead to the 
“student protests” disaster. The faction disaster will end when the respect of the 
faction increases.  Some faction disasters have additional ending conditions.

The faction disasters are as follows:

Capitalists - Corruption
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All export prices are decreased with 20%.

Communists - Rebel Incursion
Rebels arrive with each freighter. They will come even if there is an immigration 
office set to “Tropico First”

Intellectuals - Student Protests
The students in the High School and College protest, shutting down all High 
Schools and Colleges. If several students are killed or arrested during the 
protest, the faction disaster will end.

Religious - Anathema
All visitors to Churches and Cathedrals have their respect temporarily lowered.

Militarists - Ultimatum
Militarists threaten to provoke a Military coup after 2 years.

Environmentalists - Eco-protests
The protesters blockade an industrial building. The building will stop working 
until the protests are active. If several protesters are killed or arrested, the 
faction disaster ends.

Nationalists - Street riots
Nationalists provoke battles between Tropican-born citizens and immigrants. 

Loyalists - Doubt in the Leader
Loyalists drop out of the faction until this disaster is resolved.

Faction demands

The faction demands in Absolute power have been split into Major and Minor 
Demands. Each faction has three Major demands (some may not be unlocked 
at the start of the game) that affect the respect of the faction greatly. Each 
faction has up to 5 minor demands that have lesser impact on the faction 
respect.

As a faction grows, it will have more minor demands. Additionally, major 
demands may become harder to accomplish - for instance, the religious faction 
will want the average religious satisfaction to be over 40 when the faction is 
small, but when the faction becomes larger it feels that a satisfaction of over 
60 is required.
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Kalypso Media customer service

Free customer service
Our customer service is available 24 hours a day, seven days per week via 
email. If you have any questions or problems with one of our products, we offer 
you answers and solutions to the frequently asked questions at our forum or 
you can drop us an email under the following address: 

support@kalypsomedia.com
forum.kalypsomedia.com

Therefore, we need the following information: 
- The complete product name.
- If available, the exact error message and a description of the problem.
Both services are free of charge. Please note, that we are not able to anwser 
requests concerning tips and tricks via email. 

However, before you contact our support team: 
- Please make sure that your PC fullfills the system requirements. 
- When you are placing the call, please make sure that your PC is switched 
on. Additionally, please start the DxDiag program before your call, as the 
information of this Microsoft software will help us to find the problem. 

How to start the DirectX diagnostic program (“DxDiag”):
Windows XP: Please click on the “Start”-Button on the taskbar and afterwards 
„Run”. Please enter “dxdiag” (without quotation marks) and click on „OK“.
Windows Vista: Please klick on the “Start”-Button. Under “Start search” please 
enter “dxdiag” and push the „Enter”-Button. 

Exchange of serial codes (serial number / CD-Key)
NOTE: serial codes cannot be replaced! Please make sure, that you don´t lose 
your serial code. In case of loss, you have to buy a new game. Therefore, please 
avoid requests in this vein. 
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Exchange of CD/DVD‘s
We offer you a free exchange of damaged CD/DVD’s, up to one year after the 
first publication of the product. Therefore, please send us only the damaged 
media as well as your name and address to the following address: 

Kalypso Media UK Ltd.
Disc Exchange Tropico 3

Asmec Centre / Eagle House
The Ring, Bracknell

Berkshire RG12 1HB
United Kingdom 

Tropico 3 Website

Please find more information on Tropico 3 at www.tropico3.com.
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LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY AND LICENSE AGREEMENT

YOUR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS SUBJECT TO THIS LIMITED SOFTWARE 
WARRANTY AND LICENSE AGREEMENT (THE “AGREEMENT”) AND THE 
TERMS SET FORTH BELOW. THE “SOFTWARE” INCLUDES ALL SOFTWARE 
INCLUDED WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE ACCOMPANYING MANUAL (S), 
PACKAGING AND OTHER WRITTEN, ELECTRONIC OR ON-LINE MATERIALS 
OR DOCUMENTATION, AND ANY AND ALL COPIES OF SUCH SOFTWARE AND 
ITS MATERIALS. BY OPENING THE SOFTWARE, INSTALLING, AND/OR USING 
THE SOFTWARE AND ANY OTHER MATERIALS INCLUDED WITH THE SOFT-
WARE, YOU HEREBY ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE WITH [KALYPSO 
MEDIA UK Ltd.] (“LICENSOR”).

LICENSE
Subject to this Agreement and its terms and conditions, LICENSOR hereby grants you the 
non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited right and license to use one copy of the Software 
for your personal use on a single home or portable computer. The Software is being 
licensed to you and you hereby acknowledge that no title or ownership in the Software 
is being transferred or assigned and this Agreement should not be construed as a sale of 
any rights in the Software. All rights not specifically granted under this Agreement are 
reserved by LICENSOR and, as applicable, its licensors.

OWNERSHIP
LICENSOR retains all right, title and interest to this Software, including, but not limited 
to, all copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, trade names, proprietary rights, patents, 
titles, computer codes, audiovisual effects, themes, characters, character names, stories, 
dialog, settings, artwork, sounds effects, musical works, and moral rights. The Software 
is protected by United Kingdom copyright law and applicable copyright laws and treaties 
throughout the world. The Software may not be copied, reproduced or distributed in any 
manner or medium, in whole or in part, without prior written consent from 

LICENSOR 
Any persons copying, reproducing or distributing all or any portion of the Software in any 
manner or medium, will be willfully violating the copyright laws and may be subject to 
civil and criminal penalties. Be advised that Copyright violations are subject to penal-
ties of up to £100,000 per violation. The Software contains certain licensed materials 
and LICENSOR’s licensors may protect their rights in the event of any violation of this 
Agreement.
LICENSE CONDITIONS

You agree not to:

(a) Commercially exploit the Software;
(b) Distribute, lease, license, sell, rent or otherwise transfer or assign this Software, or any 
copies of this Software, without the express prior written consent of LICENSOR;
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(c) Make copies of the Software or any part thereof, except for back up or archival pur-
poses;
(d) Except as otherwise specifically provided by the Software or this Agreement, use or 
install the Software (or permit others to do same) on a network, for on-line use, or on 
more than one computer, computer terminal, or workstation at the same time;(e) Copy the 
Software onto a hard drive or other storage device and must run the Software from the in-
cluded DVD/CD-ROM (although the Software may automatically copy a portion of itself 
onto your hard drive during installation in order to run more efficiently);
(f) Use or copy the Software at a computer gaming center or any other location-based site; 
provided, that LICENSOR may offer you a separate site license agreement to make the 
Software available for commercial use;.
(g) Reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or otherwise modify the Software, in whole 
or in part;
(h) Remove or modify any proprietary notices or labels contained on or within the Soft-
ware; and
(i) Transport, export or re-export (directly or indirectly) into any country forbidden to re-
ceive such Software by any export laws or accompanying regulations or otherwise violate 
such laws or regulations, that may be amended from time to time.

THE SOFTWARE UTILITIES
The Software may contain a level editor or other similar type tools, assets and other mate-
rials (the “Software Utilities”) that permit you to construct or customize new game levels 
and other related game materials for personal use in connection with the Software (“Cus-
tomized Game Materials”). In the event the Software contains such Software Utilities, the 
use of the Software Utilities is subject to the following additional terms, conditions and 
restrictions:

(a) All Customized Game Materials created by you are exclusively owned by LICEN-
SOR and/or its licensors (as the case may be) and you hereby transfer, assign and convey 
to LICENSOR all right, title and interest in and to the Customized Game Materials and 
LICENSOR and its permitted licensors may use any Customized Game Materials made 
publicly available to you for any purpose whatsoever, including but not limited to for 
purposes of advertising and promoting the Software; 
(b) You will not use or permit third parties to use the Software Utilities and the Custom-
ized Game Materials created by you for any commercial purposes, including but not lim-
ited to distributing, leasing, licensing, renting, selling, or otherwise exploiting, transferring 
or assigning the ownership of such Customized Game Materials;
(c) Customized Game Materials must be distributed solely for free; provided, that you 
may contact LICENSOR for a license to commercially exploit the Customized Game 
Materials which LICENSOR may grant or deny in its sole discretion;
(d) Customized Game Materials shall not contain modifications to any other executable 
files;
(e) Customized Game Materials must be used alone and can be created if the Customized 
Game Materials will be used exclusively in combination with the commercially released 
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retail version of the Software.
(f) Customized Game Materials cannot contain libelous, defamatory or other illegal 
material, material that is scandalous or invades the rights of privacy or publicity of any 
third party, or contain any trademarks, copyright-protected work or other property of third 
parties (without a valid license); and
(g) All Customized Game Materials must contain the proper credits to the authors of the 
Customized Game Materials and must indicate that LICENSOR is not the author of the 
Customized Game Materials with additional language that “THIS MATERIAL IS NOT 
MADE, GUARANTEED OR SUPPORTED BY THE PUBLISHER OF THE SOFT-
WARE OR ITS AFFILIATES.”

LIMITED WARRANTY 
LICENSOR warrants to you (if you are the initial and original purchaser of the Software) 
that the original storage medium holding the Software is free from defects in material and 
workmanship under normal use and service for 90 days from the date of purchase. If for 
any reason you find a defect in the storage medium during the warranty period, LICEN-
SOR agrees to replace, free of charge, any Software discovered to be defective within 
the warranty period as long as the Software is currently being manufactured by LICEN-
SOR. If the Software is no longer available, LICENSOR retains the right to substitute a 
similar program of equal or greater value. This warranty is limited to the storage medium 
containing the Software as originally provided by LICENSOR and is not applicable to 
normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the defect 
has arisen through abuse, mistreatment, or neglect. Any implied warranties prescribed by 
statute are expressly limited to the 90-day period described above. 
 
Except as set forth above, this warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, whether oral or 
written, express or implied, including any other warranty of merchantability, fitness for a 
particular purpose or non-infringement, and no other representations or warranties of any 
kind shall be binding on LICENSOR.
 
When returning the Software subject to the limited warranty above, please send the 
original Software only to the LICENSOR address specified below and include: your name 
and return address; a photocopy of your dated sales receipt; and a brief note describing the 
defect and the system on which you are running the Software.
 
IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR 
MALFUNCTION OF THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING DAMAGES TO PROPERTY, 
LOSS OF GOODWILL, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION AND, TO THE 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL INJURIES, EVEN 
IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 
LICENSOR’S LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE ACTUAL PRICE PAID FOR 
USE OF THE SOFTWARE. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITA-
TIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS AND/OR THE EXCLU-
SION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO 
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THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/OR EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABIL-
ITY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL 
RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM JURISDIC-
TION TO JURISDICTION.

TERMINATION
This Agreement will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with its terms and con-
ditions. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the Software and all of its compo-
nent parts. You can also end this Agreement by destroying the Software and all copies and 
reproductions of the Software and deleting and permanently purging the Software from 
any client server or computer on which it has been installed. 
 
EQUITABLE REMEDIES 
You hereby agree that if the terms of this Agreement are not specifically enforced, LI-
CENSOR will be irreparably damaged, and therefore you agree that LICENSOR shall be 
entitled, without bond, other security, proof of damages, to appropriate equitable remedies 
with respect any of this Agreement, in addition to any other available remedies.
 
INDEMNITY 
You agree to indemnify, defend and hold LICENSOR, its partners, licensors, affiliates, 
contractors, officers, directors, employees and agents harmless from all damages, losses 
and expenses arising directly or indirectly from your acts and omissions to act in using the 
Software pursuant to the terms of the Agreement.

MISCELLANEOUS 
This Agreement represents the complete agreement concerning this license between the 
parties and supersedes all prior agreements and representations between them. It may be 
amended only by a writing executed by both parties. If any provision of this Agreement 
is held to be unenforceable for any reason, such provision shall be reformed only to the 
extent necessary to make it enforceable and the remaining provisions of this Agreement 
shall not be affected. This Agreement shall be construed under England and Welsh law. 
Leicester, Leicestershire. 

If you have any questions concerning this license, you may contact in writing Kalypso 
Media Ltd.

KALYPSO MEDIA UK LTD.
Asmec Center
Eagle House
The Ring, Bracknell
Berkshire RG12 1HB
United Kingdom




